, respectively. For a large class of weight functions <p, </i which go to zero at least as fast as some power of (1 -r) but no faster than some other power of (1 -r), we exhibit bounded projections from C0(D) onto A0(<p), from L1(D) onto A1^), and from L"(D) onto A"(<p). Using these projections, we show that the dual of A0(<p) is topologically isomorphic to A1^) for an appropriate, but not unique choice of <¡i. In addition, A"(y) is topologically isomorphic to the dual of /4'(0). As an application of the above, the coefficient multipliers of A0(<p), A\>ji), and Aa>((p) are characterized. Finally, we give an example of a weight function pair <P, i/i for which some of the above results fail.
Our proofs work when 1 -r is replaced by a weight function <p(/) that goes to zero at least as fast as some power of (1 -r), but no faster than some other power of (1 -r) (see (6) for a precise statement), and when A1 is suitably modified (see (7) ). It seems likely that the results are not true for all weight functions <p, however (see §4).
Preliminaries.
Let D denote the open unit disc in the complex plane; let AiD) denote the set of all analytic functions in D. Let <p(r), </<(/) (0^r<l) be positive and continuous, with (1) lim<p(/) = 0 and ¡/r(r) o> < co. Clearly Aoi&^A^iy) so we may use the norm ||/||w on A0i<p). These three spaces are all normed linear spaces with the indicated norms. defined by Mg=gi¡¡ da is an isometry of A1 onto a closed subspace of M(D), which we denote by MA1. Lm(D) and M(D) are conjugate Banach spaces and hence have w* topologies. These topologies induce topologies on A^(<p) and A1^) which we shall call the w* topologies on these spaces. Lemma 2. TAX is a w* closed subspace ofL°°(D).
For the proof see Lemma 1 of [7] .
Define fr(z) =f(rz), 0 ^ r < 1, for fe A(D). (ii) ForfeA",f0->fiw*).
(iii) The polynomials are dense in A1 and in A0. (iv) The polynomials are w* dense in Aoe; in fact, eachfe A«, is the w* limit of a sequence of polynomials.
Proof, (i) This is obvious for A0. Forfe A1 and e>0 choose R< 1 so that \ \ \fiz)\4>iz) do = f Mxif, r)tir)r dr < e.
¿J\zl>R JR Since Mxifp, r) = Mxif, pr) ^ Mxif, r) we have \\ \fPiz)\^)do<e i0<p<\).
¿ J\Z\>R
Choose p so that \f-fp\ <e on |z| ¿R. Then
(ii) We must show that lim <pfph do = (pfh do for all A e V^iD), and this follows from the dominated convergence theorem.
(iii) In either A0 or A1, if e>0 is given, choose p so that ||/-fp\\ <e; this is possible by (i). Now choose a polynomial p so that \fp-p\ <e on all of D. The result follows.
(iv) Let/e Ax and let on denote the «th Cesàro mean of the partial sums of the Taylor series off. Then M^rjSM.of/, r) (see [5, Erstes Kapitel, §1, Satz 1]). Hence ||o-B||"á ||/||", and so the sequence of <pon converges pointwise and boundedly to cpfi From the dominated convergence theorem we have lim <ponh do = (pfh do for all h e L1(D), which was to be proved. (6) 0=7rN ° md (l^7)k/CO froár,r-»-l-).
Note that Â; and e are not uniquely determined by <p. Definition. The functions {<p, i/>} w/// ¿>e called a normal pair ifq> is normal and if, for some k satisfying (6), there exists a>k-\ such that (7) <p(r)i(r) = (l-r2y, 0 g r < 1.
Lemma l.If<p is normal then there exists >p such that {<p, ¡l>} is a normal pair.
Proof. Choose k such that e(r) = (l -r)k¡<p(r) -*■ 0. Then
will be integrable if we choose a>k-1. The following lemma is basic for everything that follows. The need for this result led to the definition of a normal pair given above. Proof. With the notations of (6) and (7) 2. Duality. Throughout this section {<p, </<} will denote a normal pair of weight functions (see (6) , (7) in the previous section). Choose k, e, a satisfying (6) and (7). We shall use the following pairing between A "(99) and A1^).
is replaced by/(z)g(z).
Lemma 9. Let f=^ anzn and g = ~2 bnzn be polynomials. Then
Jo Jo from which the result follows by Lemma 4.
Remark. For/=2 anzn e Axi<p), g=^bnzn e A1^), we have
The proof is similar to the above, using Lemma 3.
Lemma 10. Let iii)giw) = iKw,g),forallgeA\</>); (iii) fiw) = ij, Kw),for allfe Axi<p).
Note. The function Kw is called the kernel function (or reproducing kernel) for the point w.
Proof, (i) Kw is analytic for \z\ < \ w\ ~1 and so is in both A0 and A1.
(ii) The coefficient of zn in the Taylor expansion of Kw is (ii) <ATM> is w* dense in Ax(<p).
Proof, (i) Consider first Ax(^). It is equivalent to show that (.Kw<f>y is dense in TA1 (see (4)). By the Hahn-Banach theorem it suffices to show that if he Lco(D)
and if 
3(iv).
We now come to one of our main results. iQp)iw) = j KwizMz) dpiz), p e MiD), weD, is a bounded operator mapping MiD) onto A1^); the operator MQ is a bounded projection of MiD) onto the subspace MA1.
(iv) The transformation Qx= Q\L1iD) is a bounded operator mapping L1iD) onto A1^); the operator TxQx is a bounded projection ofL1iD) onto the subspace TA1.
Notes. See (4) and (5) for the definitions of the operators T0, Tlt Toe, and M. In (ii) we regard C0(/>) as a subspace of L°°(Z)), and in (iv) we regard L1iD) as a subspace of MiD).
Proof, (i) From Lemmas 5 and 8 we have \iPh)iw)\ ^ -||A||. C C"\l-wre-w\-i2 + a)4>ir)r d9 dr
where p=|h>| and the constant c is not necessarily the same at each occurrence. Thus P is a bounded operator mapping L°°(Z)) into A^iy). Letfe Axi<p) be given.
Then from Lemma 10 (P(<pfMw) = (f,Kw)=fiw).
Thus PTm=I, the identity on Aw, and so P is onto and TXP is a projection.
(ii) This will follow from (i) if it can be shown that A e C0(O) implies P0h e A0i<p). Given £>0 choose R, 0<R< 1, such that |A| <e for \z\>R. Then
From (14), I2^ec/q>iw). Also, L^a^h^, where aR is a constant depending on R. Hence \iPh)iw)\<piw) ^ aR\\h\\ca9iw) + ec, weD.
Thus lim sup \iPh)iw)\(piw) ^ ec |w|-»l and the result follows, (iii) For ¡i e MiD), j Kß/OMM*") doiw) Ï jj \KJM\Kw) doiwMz) d\p.\iz).
Using Lemmas 5 and 8 as above we have J" \Kwiz)\\piw) dc¡iw)fíc/<piz). Thus Q is a bounded operator from M(Z>) into A1^). Now let g e A1^). From Lemma 10
we have (Q(^g))(w) = (Kw, g)=g(w). Thus, QTX = I, the identity on A\4>), and so Q is onto and TXQ is a projection.
(iv) This follows from (iii).
For the following corollary we shall use the notation (15) (hx, h2) = jhx(z)h2(z) do(z), hx e L<°(D), h2 e L\D).
Corollary.
We have the following direct sum decompositions: The proof is a straightforward calculation which we omit.
Corollary. The subspace MA1 is w* closed in MiD).
Proof. The operator MQ is w* continuous since it is an adjoint operator. Also, MA1 is the null space of I-MQ, hence is w* closed.
Note. The proof could also be given directly, using the fact that a subspace of the conjugate space of a separable Banach space is w* closed if and only if it is sequentially closed.
We come now to our second main result. The symbol ^ denotes topological isomorphism.
Theorem 2. Using the pairing given by (8) we have a) ¿o(9>r=Mm (ii) AWzAJy).
More precisely, if g e A\>/>) and if we define Ag(/) = (/, g),fe A0i<p), then A9 e A0(<p)* awd || A,|| ^ || g ||^. Conversely, given A e AQi<p)* then there is a unique g e A1^) such that A = A9. Also, \\g\\#è\\Q\\ ||A|.
Furthermore, if fe A^iy) and if we define A/(g) = (/, g), geA1^), then \f e Axi>/>)* and \Xf\^\f\0.
Conversely, given XeA1^)* then there is a unique feA^i?) such that A=A,. Also, |/||"£ \\P\\ ||A|.
Proof, (i) It is trivial that if geA1 then \geA*. We also have uniqueness: if A9(/) = 0 for all/e A0, then g = 0. Indeed, from Lemma 10, g(w) = XsiKw). Now let A e A* be given. Since T0 is an isometric embedding of A0 into C0(/>), there exists pe MiD) with ||/i| = |A|| and A(/) = (<p/, p) for all fe A0 (see (16)). Let giw) = XiKw). Then giw) = A(^) = \Kwiz)<piz)dpiz) = iQp.)iw).
By Theorem 1 (iii), ge A1 and ||g|U^||ß| ¡m|| = IÔ|| IA I. From Lemma 10 we see that \iKw)=giw) for weD. Hence A=Ag on the subspace spanned by the kernel functions Kw, and this is all of A0 by Lemma 11.
(ii) The proof is similar and will be omitted. Note. For the special case when 9(/) = (l -r2)b, 6>0, the duality was given in a different form by Duren, Romberg, and Shields [2, Theorems 7 and 11]. Their proof was based on fractional integration.
It follows from Theorem 2 that Ami¡p) is isomorphic to the second dual of /t0(<p)-Actually Rubel and Shields [7] have shown that Ax is always isometrically isomorphic to the second dual of A0, even when <p is not a normal weight function.
Their result was generalized by Shapiro, Shields, and Taylor [8] . In [7] the intermediate space is only exhibited as a quotient space of LX(D), rather than as a subspace which is a direct summand. It seems doubtful that bounded projections always exist when <p is not normal (see §4).
3. Multipliers. Throughout this section {<p, ¡/>} will denote a normal pair of weight functions as defined in §1, (6) and (7).
Let A be a sequence space. A sequence {An} is said to be a multiplier on A if {A"an} e A whenever {an} e A. The spaces A0(<p), Ax(<p), A1^) may be regarded as sequence spaces (Taylor coefficients). In each of these three spaces evaluation of the «th Taylor coefficient is a bounded linear functional. A little calculation shows that any (Taylor coefficient) multiplier on one of these spaces has a closed graph and hence is a bounded linear transformation.
We require three lemmas.
Lemma 13. There is a constant c such that <p(r2)fíc<p(r), 0^r< 1.
Proof. With the notations of (6) It suffices to consider abounded away from zero, say ^^ |w| < 1. The result follows from Lemma 13 if we take p= \w\112. Conversely, assume that (17) holds. We use the notations of (6). Choose w so that r0< \w\ < 1. Let w0 = r0w/|H'|, and let r= \w\. Then by the single formula T(Jianzn)={Xnan}. We shall say that S0 is bounded (more correctly, is a bounded operator on A0) if S0A0^A0 (as noted earlier it then follows from the closed graph theorem that S0 is a bounded linear transformation from A0 into itself). We make similar definitions for Sx and SmLemma 15. If any one of the three operators S0, Sx, Sx is bounded then all are bounded. In this case S* = SX and S* = S!D.
Proof. Suppose first that S0 is bounded. Let/=2 onzn e A0 and let g = J,bnzn be a polynomial. Then from Lemma 9 and the remark following it we have (So/, g) -2 (aA)V"(a) = 2 *»(*AK(«) = (f, Sxg).
Thus SX = S* on the polynomials. Thus Sx coincides with a bounded operator on a dense subset and so Sx is bounded and SX = S*. Similarly, one shows that if 5"i is bounded then S,M = 5*.
Finally, suppose that Sm is bounded. We wish to show that S0 is bounded. Since S0 is the restriction of Sx to A0, it will be sufficient to prove that SmA0<=A0. But this is trivial since S«, maps polynomials into polynomials and these are dense in AQ (Lemma 3). Proof. We first show that if (i) and (ii) hold then A is a multiplier on Ax. Next we shall show that if A is a multiplier on A1 then (i) and (ii) hold. In view of Lemma 15 this will establish the theorem. I£g'í>)| ^ Wfh-lnMxih',\w\)ïc\\" Taking t = w and applying Lemmas 13 and 14 we see that g e Am.
Conversely, assume that A is a multiplier on A1^). The function 2 zn/n2 is in A1, hence so is 2 Anzn/«2. In particular this series converges for \z\ < 1, from which (i) follows.
Next note that A is a bounded linear transformation on A1 (see the remarks preceding Lemma 13). We use the notations of (6) It is also known that iff is in Aa (or AJ, then so is the projection 2o° f(n)eine (see [1, Chapter 5, Theorem 5.8] ). Thus our multiplier result for the spaces A0(<p) and Aoe(<p), for the special case cp(r) = (l -r)e, 0<ß<l, could be deduced from Zygmund's results. This suggests studying the relation between our more general growth classes and moduli of continuity more general than Lipschitz conditions, and extending Zygmund's result (and the projection theorem) to these more general classes of continuous functions.
The spaces ^"((l -r)e) are all isomorphic to one another under a modified form of fractional integration (see Hardy and Littlewood [4, Theorem 39, p. 425]). However, we do not know whether all the spaces Ax(<p), y normal, are isomorphic to one another. Similar remarks apply to A0.
The space of multipliers, that is, the space of analytic functions h(z) satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3, forms a commutative Banach algebra with identity under coordinatewise multiplication of the Taylor coefficients (Hadamard multiplication) and with the operator norm. It might be interesting to study this algebra in more detail.
4. Concluding remarks. The outstanding problem left unsolved in this discussion is the extent to which the results remain true when <p is not a normal weight function. Thus we do not know whether Theorem 1, on the existence of bounded projections, and Theorem 3, characterizing the Taylor coefficient multipliers, remain valid when <p tends to zero too slowly or too rapidly, for example when There is some reason to think that the results may be false in these cases. Our proofs depended on certain elementary calculations, culminating in Lemma 8. The assertion of this lemma is false when <p is given by (19) and </>(/)= l/<p(r). Furthermore, in this case the operator P0 defined in Theorem 1 (ii) is not a bounded operator from C0(D) to A0(<p), and the space Ax(>p) is not isomorphic, in the pairing (8) The space Hn of bounded analytic functions in the unit disc, i.e., the space Ax(<p) for ç>= 1, is not included in our work. In this case there is no associated space A0, and Rickart has asked whether Hm is isomorphic to the second conjugate of some Banach space. L. Zalcman has pointed out to us that there are no bounded projections of Lco(D) onto H". The argument goes like this. Let A™ denote the space of bounded (complex-valued) harmonic functions in the unit disc. Then A00 is a closed subspace of Lm(D), and H^^h™. If there were a bounded projection from Lco(D) onto H°°, then the restriction to h°° would yield a bounded projection from ha onto H™. But A00 is isometric to LM(|z| = 1) and it is a known fact that there are no bounded projections from Z.m(|z| = 1) onto H™ (see the last theorem in Chapter 9 of K. Hoffman's book Banach spaces of analytic functions).
Finally, we note that, although we have worked in the framework of the L1, L™ duality, we could have considered L". For instance, if <p(/) = (l -r2)e then we could take i/> = <p. In this case the projection operators ToeP and TXQX described in Theorem 2(i), (iv) coincide on polynomials and so, by the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem, they define a bounded projection on each space V, 1 ^p^oo.
